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As the G8 warn that lack of access to modern energy services pose a risk to
global economic growth, this is not the time for any organisation to take power for granted.
April 2006
Until energy providers put more investment into infrastructure and quality measures, organisation throughout the UK
will continue to suffer from loss of power on a regular basis. Bad news for production facilities, call centres, reservation
companies, web hosters, and anyone who relies on electric equipment. This is why more and more people are taking
action now before it is too late and contacting firms like Generator Associates Ltd. Generator Associates help busy
professionals who know they have a power supply problem, but do not know (or want to know) the technical details of
how to solve it.
money.

They want an expert to assess their situation and provide a rapid solution, saving them time and

There could not be a better time to take up Generator Associates offer of a free initial assessment of your

power supply needs at www.generatorassociates.com
Bearing in mind the financial problems many industries are currently facing, it is about time someone offered a flexible
and cost-effective way of ensuring that during power cuts, businesses can continue working. Generator Associates is
the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in the supply,
financing, installation and service of backup and primary power generation. They supply and hire a range of generators
on bespoke leasing packages from 1kw to 3000kva, and take on your problem as their own.
Their fresh new website www.generatorassociates.com details some of the world leading generator ranges they
provide. The most revolutionary part of what Generator Associates offer is that they save organisations the usual large
initial outlays required by most Generator companies, by providing their UPS and Generators on bespoke long-term
leasing packages. This means a low monthly rental, which takes the sting out of the tail of capital expenditure. For
example, you can have a 365kva generator (delivered and installed) for no more than £600 per month!
Benefits of having your generator solution on leasing packages include no capital expenditure, low initial outlay, fixed
inclusive low monthly rental, extended lease period, and 100% tax allowances. Whether you are moving to an area
with insufficient power supply, or you need additional emergency power, long-term generator leasing provides
significant savings. Visit www.generatorassociates.com, or call 01623 624005 for further information.
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Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in all
aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer leasing packages
to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, spreading the financial outlay over an extended period, to generate a low fixed
monthly rental. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and maintain a wide range of generators
and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO and Pramac.

